Lineage origins of GABAergic versus glutamatergic neurons in the neocortex
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Neocortical circuits are assembled from subtypes of glutamatergic excitatory and GABAergic inhibitory neurons with divergent anatomical and molecular signatures and unique physiological properties. Excitatory neurons derive from progenitors in the pallium, whereas inhibitory neurons originate from progenitors in the subpallium. Both classes of neurons subsequently migrate along well-defined routes to their final target area, where they integrate into common neuronal circuits. Recent findings show that neuronal diversity within the lineages of excitatory and inhibitory neurons is in part already established at the level of progenitor cells before migration. This poses challenges for our understanding of how radial units of interconnected excitatory and inhibitory neurons are assembled from progenitors that are spatially segregated and diverse in nature.
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Introduction
The mammalian neocortex is subdivided into areas with specialized functions such as the somatosensory, motor and visual cortices. Despite this functional diversification, certain features are remarkably similar among different cortical areas. Most prominently, all cortical areas show a characteristic laminar appearance that is caused by the assembly of diverse subtypes of excitatory projection neurons and inhibitory interneurons into well-defined cell layers (Figure 1). Within the two main classes of neocortical neurons, numerous subclasses can be identified. Projection neurons use glutamate as their neurotransmitter, and can be classified into different subtypes by their distinct laminar position and projection patterns. For example, most layer VI projection neurons project to the thalamus, while layer V neurons connect to basal ganglia, midbrain, hindbrain and spinal cord. By contrast, layer IV spiny stellate neurons receive most of the inputs from the thalamus and project locally within the neocortex, while layer II and III projection neurons form connections within the cortical hemispheres and between them (Figure 1). It is worth noting, however, that neurons with similar projection patterns are often dispersed over several cell layers and, conversely, that the same layer contains projection neurons with distinct molecular signatures, which together suggest a great diversity of cortical projection neurons [1,2]. This also holds true for GABAergic interneurons, which can be classified into nearly 30 different subtypes based on molecular, morphological and physiological criteria [3]. Certain subtypes of inhibitory neurons tend to populate specific neocortical cell layers, while others are dispersed more widely across multiple layers. For example, the cell bodies of Martinotti cells are preferentially located in cortical layers II, III, V and VI, while double bouquet cells are predominantly found in layers II and III. Basked cells, in contrast, are widely distributed throughout all neocortical cell layers except for layer I (Figure 1).

One fundamental unresolved question in neurobiology concerns the mechanisms by which the different subtypes of excitatory and inhibitory neurons are generated from different progenitor cells and subsequently integrate into neuronal circuits. In the late 1980s, Rakic and colleagues synthesized the available evidence from many researchers into the influential radial unit hypothesis [4]. This hypothesis states that despite the functional diversity of different neocortical areas, there is an underlying unifying theme. According to the hypothesis, the neocortex consists of ontogenetic columns that are generated from progenitor cells near the ventricle. In other words, neocortical progenitor cells are multipotent and give rise to any class of pyramidal cell [4]. The daughter cells of these progenitors migrate radially into the neocortical wall, such that neurons of the same ontogeny occupy progressively more superficial layers to form radial units with related function. These proliferative units form a proto-map that is subsequently refined by thalamic inputs to establish neocortical areas with distinct sizes, cellular compositions and functionalities [5]. Discoveries that have been made since the inception of this hypothesis require certain modifications to the initial idea. At the time when this radial unit hypothesis was formulated, it was not known that excitatory and inhibitory neurons are generated in different germinal zones [6]. It is now well
Subtypes of glutamatergic excitatory and GABAergic inhibitory and their laminar distribution within the neocortex. On the left a coronal hemisection of the brain is shown. Neocortical cell layers I–VI are indicated. The middle panel shows the position of major subtypes of excitatory neurons within neocortical cell layers and their projection pattern. Note that the diagram is a simplification outlining the major laminar distribution of neuronal subtypes. For example, the majority of callosal projection neurons located in layers II and III, but a significant subset is also found in deeper layers. The left panel shows the position of several subtypes of inhibitory interneurons within neocortical cell layers.

established that projection neurons derive from progenitor cells in the ventricular zone (VZ) of the pallium from where they migrate radially into the emerging neocortical wall. In contrast, interneurons are born in the subpallium and migrate along tangential routes into the developing neocortex before shifting from tangential to radial migration to reach the different neocortical cell layers [7]. Furthermore, recent studies have revealed an unanticipated heterogeneity in the progenitor pools for excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Each radial unit therefore contains neurons that are derived from diverse progenitor pools in the pallium and subpallium. We will discuss here these recent findings on the mechanisms by which the different subtypes of excitatory and inhibitory interneurons are generated, and how this relates to the radial unit hypothesis.

**Lineage specification of excitatory neurons**

Subtypes of neocortical excitatory neurons are generated in a precise temporal order from progenitor cells in the neocortical ventricular zone (VZ) and subventricular zone (SVZ). The first neurons to be generated populate the preplate, which forms between the VZ and the meninges. The preplate is subsequently split into the marginal zone and the subplate by waves of radially migrating projection neurons. These cells generate the different neocortical cell layers in an inside-out manner, starting with deep layer neurons (layers VI and V), and followed by upper layer neurons (layers IV, III and II). Finally, the progenitor cells of pyramidal cells are thought to generate astrocytes [1,2]. Heterochronic transplantation studies in ferrets, *in vitro* experiments, and retrovirus lineage tracing studies suggested that the different subtypes of excitatory projection neurons are generated from a common progenitor whose fate potential changes over time to generate different subtypes of projection neurons in a defined temporal order [2]. Further support for this ‘progressive restriction model’ came from the study of neurogenesis in invertebrates. Doe and colleagues demonstrated that the competence of *Drosophila* neuroblasts to generate different neuronal subtypes changes over time due to the sequential expression of different transcription factors [8]. Taken together, the findings in mammals and invertebrates provided support for an evolutionary conserved mechanism of temporal fate restriction of a common neural progenitor type.

Recent studies, however, show that the pallial VZ and SVZ contain a range of progenitor types that are morphologically and molecularly distinct (Figure 2). Radial glial cells (RGCs) are one of the most prominent classes of neocortical progenitors [9–11]. The cell bodies of RGCs are located in the VZ, and they form apical and basal processes that are anchored at the ventricular surface and the meninges, respectively. RGCs self-renew to amplify the RGC pool, but they also undergo asymmetric cell division to generate neurons [10,11], or more commonly two morphologically distinct class of progenitors, the intermediate progenitors (IPCs) [12–14] and short neural progenitors (SNPs) [15–17] that populate the SVZ and
VZ, respectively. In mice and rats, IPCs and SNPs primarily undergo symmetric cell divisions to produce pairs of neurons, although some IPCs can also undergo a limited number of additional symmetric divisions before generating neurons [12,18]. In the neocortex of primates and especially in humans, the SVZ is vastly expanded in size [19,20]. It contains an additional progenitor type that has been named basal RGC (bRGC) or outer SVZ radial glia (oRG) [21,22], as well as IPCs that can undergo several rounds of symmetric and asymmetric divisions [21,22]. oRGS resemble RGC in the VZ but where initially shown to lack an apical process that is anchored at the ventricle [21,22], and they are rarely found in the rodent brain [23,24]. Recent studies in macaques suggest that oRGS can be further subdivided into several morphologically distinct classes [25**]. The increased complexity of the progenitor pool and expansion of the SVZ in some species has been proposed to underlie the evolutionary expansion of the neocortex [26].

Until recently, it has remained unclear whether the morphologically distinct progenitors identified in the neocortical germinal zone have different lineage potentials. Initially it was thought that IPCs in the SVZ, which are molecularly distinct from RGCs in the VZ, generate upper layer neurons, while deep layer neurons would only derive from progenitors in the VZ [27–29]. However, IPCs are also present throughout early stages of neocortical neurogenesis, and only 10% of all neocortical neurons are directly derived from RGCs [30]. Since IPCs are generated from RGCs [12–14], these two cell types likely represent different progenitor states along a developmental time line rather than separate fate-restricted lineages. Similarly, in vitro and in vivo lineage tracing experiments have shown that the vast majority of neocortical progenitor cells either generate neurons or glia but it is more commonly thought to reflect spatiotemporal differences caused by a developmental gradient.

The most conclusive evidence for the coexistence of neocortical progenitors with different lineage potentials has recently been derived from genetic lineage-tracing experiments. Some genes such as Cux2 are expressed at early developmental stages in subsets of progenitors in the VZ and SVZ and at later stages in subsets of excitatory neurons. For Cux2, these are the vast majority of the Sathb2* callosal projection neurons that are predominantly present in upper layers, and to a minor degree in deep layers V and VI [27,29]. Genetic fate mapping experiments were conducted by crossing mice containing Cre-inducible lineage tracers with mice expressing Cre or tamoxifen-inducible CreERT2 from the Cux2 locus.
The findings from these studies demonstrated that a subset of Cux2+ RGCs are specified to generate Satb2+ callosal projection neurons in upper and deep layers of the neocortex, whereas lower-layer neurons that project to subcortical targets are produced from RGCs of the Cux2− lineage. In addition, subpopulations of interneurons that migrate into the neocortex along tangential routes express Cux2 [27,31**]. Importantly, Cux2+ progenitors for neocortical projection neurons are primarily proliferative during phases of lower layer neurogenesis and start to generate significant numbers of upper layer neurons only at later developmental time points. When the progenitors were forced to premature leave the cell cycle, they prematurely generated upper layer neurons, providing further evidence that the progenitors are pre-specified to generate Satb2+ neurons. Taken together, these findings demonstrate the existence of Cux2+ RGC cells that are restricted in their fate potential even before the onset of neurogenesis to generate Satb2+ callosal projection neurons that for the most part reside in upper neocortical cell layers and to a minor part in deep layers [31**].

A recent study challenged the observation that Cux2+ RGCs are specified to generate Satb2+ callosal projection neurons. Using the same tamoxifen inducible Cux2-CreERT2 mouse line used previously by Franco and colleagues [31**], the authors described that neurons derived from the Cux2 lineage occupy both upper and deep neocortical layers at P0 [32]. However, this result is not unexpected, because the radial migration of projection neurons is not complete at birth, and indeed many cells within the Cux2-lineage still had the morphology of radially migrating neurons at P0 [32]. In addition, Cux2-Cre traces Satb2+ cells both in deep and upper neocortical cell layers, and it marks a subset of interneurons [31**,32]. Therefore, labeling of neurons in deep cortical cell layers by Cux2-CreERT2 lineage tracing is expected and especially prominent during developmental time points. To further support the conclusion that Cux2+ progenitors generate both callosal and subcerebral projection neurons, the authors used molecular markers and showed that some Cux2-derived projection neurons in deep layers express at P0 markers such as CTIP2 [32], a gene that is strongly expressed in layer V neurons that project to subcerebral targets [33]. However, during early stages of differentiation, neurons frequently coexpress genes that at later stages preferentially label subtypes of projection neurons with different layers position and projection patterns [34–37]. Thus, the apparent discrepancy between the two studies might be largely explained by the fact that Guo and colleagues [32] analyzed maker expression and neuronal position before the establishment of the mature neocortical cell layers. Future studies should contribute to clarify this important issue.

In summary, the new findings show that neuronal subtype specification occurs at least in part already at the level of progenitor cells, where some progenitor cells are specified to generate neurons for upper layers and deep layers, respectively. However, upper and deep layers contain various neuronal subtypes. Further specification events are therefore necessary to generate neuronal diversity within these two progenitor lineages. Some of this diversity is apparently established at the level of postmitotic neurons [1]. For example, the transcription factors Fezf2, Ctip2, Tbr1 and Satb2 show layer specific expression in differentiated cortical neurons. Fezf2 is expressed at high levels in layer V neurons and at lower levels in layer VI neurons, and also in a mosaic in the cortical VZ. Fezf2 is required for the specification of subcerebral projection neurons of layer V [38,39], while Tbr1, which is expressed in layer VI neurons is required to specify corticothalmic projection neurons [36,40,41]. In contrast, Satb2 is expressed in neurons that project across the corpus callosum and required for their specification [37]. Ctip2 seems to play a central role in controlling the specification program of many cortical projection neurons since it is activated by and acts downstream of Fezf2 during the specification of subcerebral projection neurons [33]. Conversely, Satb2 represses the expression of Ctip2 during the differentiation of callosal projection neurons [34].

Collectively, these findings indicate that lineage diversification occurs both at the level of progenitors and postmitotic neurons, which calls for a revision of the unitary ‘progressive restriction model’ of neocortical neurogenesis. A new model that incorporates these new findings has been proposed and termed the ‘sequential progenitor-diversification model’ [2]. This model involves three steps of cell-type diversification: (i) the specification of lineage-restricted progenitors for lower and upper layer neurons; (ii) further diversification of these progenitors at the level of progenitors and postmitotic neurons to generate subtypes of upper and lower layer neurons; (iii) the final execution of the differentiation program at the stage of postmitotic neurons.

Several important questions regarding the mechanisms of progenitor diversification remain. First, what is the origin of Cux2− and Cux2+ progenitors? Are they directly generated from neuroepithelial cells of the neural tube in early developing embryos and then maintained as mutually distinct progenitor pools (Figure 3; Model 1: Segregated Lineages)? Alternatively, neuroepithelial cells might first generate a Cux2− lineage that is highly diverse in nature. Subsets of Cux2− cells might self-renew to amplify the numbers of Cux2− cells, others might divide to generate Cux2+ progenitors (and other progenitor types?), and still others might generate IPCs or neurons (Figure 3; Model 2: Nested Lineages). Of course, these are only two extremes and other models can be envisioned. While Cux2 is a clear lineage marker for callosal projection neurons, it will be important to search for further markers that allow for the study of the Cux2− lineage in greater
Models for the generation of subtypes of excitatory projection neurons. Two models are depicted that can explain how distinct progenitors generate Satb2⁺ callosal projection neurons and Satb2⁻ subcerebral projection neurons. These are two extreme models and other models can be envisioned. Model 1: Segregated Lineages. An early progenitor generates two progenitor subtypes. These progenitors self-renew to amplify the progenitor pool and establish two independent progenitor lineages. One of the progenitor lineages is specified to produce Satb2⁺ neurons that mostly populate deep layers, while the second progenitor lineage is specified to produce Satb2⁻ neurons that largely populate layers II–III but also reside in deeper layers. Model 2: Nested Lineages. A multipotent progenitor persists for an extended period of time and generates two progenitor subtypes. These progenitor subtypes proliferate to expand the two independent progenitor lineages. One of these progenitor subtypes generates Satb2⁺ neurons and the second one produces Satb2⁻ neurons.

Lineage specification of inhibitory neurons
The different classes of neocortical interneurons are generated in three spatially segregated regions of the subpallium: the medial and caudal ganglionic eminences (MGE and CGE, respectively), and the preoptic area (POA). This later region is anatomically contiguous with the MGE, with which it shares many features. Most neocortical interneurons derive from the ganglionic eminences, and a minor fraction (<10%) from the POA [43]. The MGE is the origin of most neocortical interneurons (~60%), most notably fast spiking chandelier cells and basket cells, many of which express the calcium binding protein parvalbumin (PV⁺), and somatostatin-containing (SST⁺) interneurons, most of which have the electrophysiological properties and typical morphology of Martinotti cells. The CGE produces interneurons with bipolar or double-bouquet morphologies, which frequently express calretinin (CR⁺) and/or vasointestinal peptide (VIP⁺), and rapidly adapting interneurons with multipolar morphologies. Finally, the POA gives rise to a small but diverse group of interneurons including multipolar NPY⁺ interneurons, PV⁺ basket cells and SST⁺ interneurons. CGE-derived and POA-derived interneurons are found in all cortical layers, while MGE-derived interneurons are excluded from layer I. CGE-derived interneurons are particularly abundant in layers IV, III and II of the neocortex. So, in contrast to the progenitors of projection neurons, which are homogenously distributed throughout the entire pallium, the progenitor cells of neocortical interneurons are spatially segregated within the subpallium [43].

Progenitor cells in the subpallium are also organized into distinct VZ and SVZ compartments. Many progenitor cells in the VZ of the ganglionic eminences have the typical features of RGCs: they have a bipolar morphology with basal and apical processes, undergo interkinetic movements and divide in the apical surface, and express markers such as GLAST and BLBP (Figure 4a and b) [44*,45*,46]. In addition, mitotically active IPCs with a multipolar morphology have been identified within the SVZ of the ganglionic eminences. As in the neocortex,
these cells seem to arise from the asymmetric division of RGCs [45**]. Interestingly, recent studies have revealed the existence of additional progenitor cells within the ganglionic eminences. For instance, the VZ of the LGE also contains ‘short neural precursor cells’ (SNPs) lacking a long basal process [44*], equivalent to SNPs described in the pallium [17]. In addition, the ganglionic eminences are home to many subapical progenitor cells (SAPs), which are morphologically similar to RGCs but divide at subapical positions (Figure 4a and b) [44*]. Non-apical divisions (SAPs and IPCs) represent 60–70% of the mitosis in the ganglionic eminences, which indicate that proliferative divisions and clonal expansion is central for the generation of interneuron lineages.
It is presently unclear whether morphologically distinct progenitor cells in the ganglionic eminences have different lineage potentials. The classical view favors a ‘progressive restriction model’ for the generation of neocortical interneurons, primarily because MGE-derived interneurons are temporally produced in an inside-out manner, with deep layer interneurons (layers VI and V) generated first and followed by upper layer interneurons (layers IV, III and II). However, methodological limitations until now have prevented experimental confirmation of this hypothesis. In contrast to neocortical projection neurons, whose spatial relationships with progenitor cells are maintained during development, interneurons disperse tangentially through the neocortex before adopting their final position. This poses a fundamental problem for establishing clonal relationships, because interneurons from different lineages would inevitably intermingle in the neocortex. In addition, analysis of interneuron lineages requires progenitor specificity, because different classes of interneurons derive from distinct progenitor pools. Brown and colleagues [45••] overcame this problem by performing clonal analyses with a mammalian retroviral vector pseudotyped with the ASLV-A envelope glycoprotein (EnvA), which they injected in mice in which only MGE/POA progenitor cells express the avian tumor virus A (TVA) receptor [47]. Using this approach, they discovered that clonally related MGE-derived interneurons tend to cluster in the neocortex [45••]. This observation has been subsequently confirmed for distinct classes of neocortical interneurons using a similar approach based on the use of conditional retroviruses whose activity depends on the expression of Cre [48••].

The analysis of the distribution of clonally related interneurons, however, revealed some apparent discrepancies between both studies. Brown and colleagues reported that interneurons derived from MGE/POA progenitors infected at E12.5 primarily adopt a vertical organization in the neocortex, consistent with a ‘progressive restriction model’ in which a single progenitor cell would give rise to interneurons adopting progressively more superficial positions within the neocortex as time go by [45••]. In contrast, Ciceri and colleagues found that infection of MGE/POA progenitor cells at E11.5 and E14.5 labels clusters of interneurons that are largely segregated into deep (VI and V) and superficial (IV, III and II) layers, respectively [48••]. Interestingly, Brown and colleagues also found that a fraction of clones labeled at E12.5 give rises to interneuron clusters that are largely confined to one or two adjacent layers of the neocortex [45••]. These observations suggest that the subpallium may contain neocortical interneuron progenitors with different lineage potentials, at least in relation to the laminar distribution of their progeny. How can these studies be reconciled? One possibility is that the subpallium may contain several progenitor cells whose relative abundance varies during development (Figure 4c). Interneuron precursors committed to produce primarily infragranular cells might be particularly abundant at early stages of neurogenesis, while other progenitor cells may only become neurogenic at later stages. Moreover, the ‘sequential progenitor-diversification model’ may also apply to neocortical interneuron, because interneuron lineages are often organized in vertical arrays even though they are typically restricted to deep or superficial layers [45••,48••].

It remains to be elucidated whether the different lineage potential of interneuron precursors corresponds to morphologically distinct progenitor cells. It has been suggested that SNPs, SAPs and IPCs all derive from RGCs [44•], which would imply that progenitor diversity must exist within the population of RGCs. Another intriguing question relates to the mechanism through which clonally related interneurons cluster in close proximity within the neocortex. Most interneurons within laminar-restricted clusters are synchronously generated [48••], which could contribute to explain their final distribution (i.e. interneurons would share guidance cues). This observation is also consistent with the great abundance of proliferative divisions in the ganglionic eminences, which would contribute to expand interneuron lineages before migration.

**Matching excitatory and inhibitory neurons**

Functional circuits in the neocortex rely on the assembly of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, and so an intriguing question that remains to be answered is how interneurons adopt their final position in the neocortex and how this may relate to the existence of different lineages of projection neurons. MGE-derived interneurons distribute through the neocortex following an inside-out pattern that roughly matches the positioning of projection neurons [49–51], which led to the original suggestion that interneurons may use similar mechanisms than pyramidal cells to reach their layer [52,53]. However, several lines of evidence suggest that interneurons converge into specific layers of the neocortex following an alternative mechanism. First, interneurons invade their corresponding layer well after projection neurons have settled [54,55]. Second, disruption of the normal layering of projection neurons affects the distribution of MGE-derived interneurons [55,56•,57]. These studies suggest that projection neurons directly influence the distribution of MGE-derived interneurons, probably through the production of layer-specific signals [58]. It is presently unclear whether this model also applies to CGE-derived interneurons, which distribute preferentially through superficial layers of the neocortex independently of their birthdate [59,60].

The recent lineage analyses for projection neurons and interneurons provide a new perspective to the ‘chemical matching’ hypothesis for the development of excitatory and inhibitory cell assemblies. One possibility is that
Cux2− and Cux2+ lineages are specified to provide different signals for interneurons populating deep and superficial layers of the neocortex. Since these interneurons seem to derive from largely independent lineages, responsiveness to the appropriate cues might also be specified at the level of progenitor cells. In other words, MGE-derived interneurons might be generated to primarily mirror the laminar organization of projection neuron lineages.

**Implications for the radial unit model**

The discovery of spatially distinct progenitor domains with several subtypes of progenitors for excitatory and inhibitory neurons reveals a complexity in neurogenesis that was not anticipated when the radial unit hypothesis was formulated. It is consistent with the results from subsequent retroviral lineage-tracing studies, which have shown that some clones appear spatially restricted as clusters while other clones are more dispersed [61,62]. The new findings also raise fundamental questions as to the mechanisms by which radial units are constructed and how cells within these units establish specific synaptic connections to form cortical microcircuits. Clearly, multiple cell types from several sources need to be integrated into a functional unit suggesting that active exchange of signals between the neurons that form these units likely occurs. Such signal exchange will likely be critical to coordinate the preferential establishment of synaptic connections between clonally related projection neurons [63] and between projection neurons and interneurons. The observation that projection neurons directly affect the behavior and distribution of MGE-derived interneurons provides one example of a possible mechanism, where different neuronal subtypes might express molecular address codes that determine interaction specificity between them. In addition, molecular signals likely control the tangential spread of neurons. In support of this model, ephrin-A/EphA signaling has recently been shown to promote the tangential intermingling of projection neurons during their radial migration [64], while ephrin-B1 restricts tangential migration [65]. Intriguingly, in the visual system ephrin-A forward and ephrin-B reverse signaling cooperate to control the topographic mapping of axonal projections [66], suggesting similarities in signaling mechanism that are used to construct neocortical circuits and topographic maps. Finally, neurons have to choose between neurons with similar molecular signatures suggesting that competitive interactions between them shape radial units where neurons that ‘fire together, wire together’. Notably, in the barrel cortex, the laminar and columnar development depends on thalamocortical neurotransmission [67][68], indicating that aspects of layer-dependent patterning of neocortical cytoarchitecture depend also on external inputs. Thalamic inputs will likely also be important to establish cortical areas with distinct sizes, cellular compositions and functionalities as originally proposed by the radial unit hypothesis.
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